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ANIMAL PLANET™
SAFARI TREEHOUSE PLAYSET

Multiple building options for endless play. Zip lining action, working lift, and large elephant with sound and mechanical action make up the Safari Treehouse Playset.

Ages 5+                      SRP  $39.99
ANIMAL PLANET™
INTERACTIVE T-REX

Now you can interact with the mighty T-Rex. Six dino sounds activated by motion/touch (2 different roaring sounds, stomping, snarl, growling, and farting).

Ages 5+  SRP  $24.99
Explore the darkest depths of the sea as you encounter two wide-set eyes in the distance. Beware, it’s the notorious hammerhead shark! This prowling predator is a force to be reckoned with. This 30 Piece Playset is sure to provide hours of underwater fun for your future sea explorer.

Ages 4+            SRP  $39.99
ANIMAL PLANET™
R/C ALLIGATOR

The R/C Alligator is 18” long and comes with a 2.4Ghz wireless remote control. Features include chomping jaws, light-up eyes, and life-like motion.

Ages 5+      SRP $19.99
Siblings Maddie and Atticus love living by the sea. Their dad traps lobsters off the coast of Maine. The summer is shaping up to be a super one, for sure. Then one day they spy a pod of dolphins in the cove looking distressed. How will the kids use their knowledge of animals and their awesome problem-solving skills to help the dolphin family get safely back to sea?

Ages 6-10  SRP  Paperback $5.95

ANIMAL PLANET™
ADVENTURES: DOLPHIN RESCUE!
ANIMAL PLANET™
CHAPTER BOOKS: BUGS!

From grasshoppers to cicadas and the deadly black widow spider, Bugs! is packed with amazing animal facts. Illustrated chapters and species profiles highlight snakes from around the word, “Fact File” features go in-depth on important animal biology, and “In Your Newsfeed” teaches kids about breaking news in the field.

Ages 7-10       SRP Hardcover $14.95
                 SRP Paperback $5.95

ANIMAL PLANET™
CHAPTER BOOKS: SNAKES!

From rattlesnakes to pythons and the deadly boa constrictor, Snakes! is packed with amazing animal facts. Illustrated chapters and species profiles highlight snakes from around the word, “Fact File” features go in-depth on important animal biology, and “In Your Newsfeed” teaches kids about breaking news in the field.

Ages 7-10       SRP Hardcover $14.95
                 SRP Paperback $5.95
ANIMAL PLANET™
ANIMAL BITES: BABY ANIMALS

With more than 200 adorable photos of baby animals and their families, there’s serious “aw” factor on every page. Arranged thematically with a focus on animal behavior and family relationships, young readers will explore sections about life cycles, feeding, play time, conservation, and much more.

Ages 4-8  SRP $12.95

ANIMAL PLANET™
ADVENTURES: FARM FRIENDS ESCAPE!

During summer vacations, cousins Luke and Sarah help out at their grandparents’ petting zoo. But what happens when the animals get loose overnight? Can Luke and Sarah use their knowledge of animals and their awesome problem-solving skills to get the animals back to safety?

Ages 6-10  SRP Hardcover $14.95
SRP Paperback $5.95
DISCOVERY™ MARBLE RUN

Race your marbles down a crazy slide filled with twists and turns. Complete with 13 marbles and 303 building pieces, there are so many possibilities waiting to be created. Learn the fundamentals of engineering and design multi-level structures that send your marbles on a wild journey.

Ages 10+       SRP $29.99
DISCOVERY™
R/C T-REX

Have fun with the RC T-Rex, a dinosaur you control! With its soft, flexible skin and articulated arms, this dino gives you lifelike and playful experience. Built-in speaker with digital sound effects allows your dino to come alive. Stands 16-inches long (assembled) and includes wireless controller.

Ages 6+           SRP $19.99
**DISCOVERY™ LIGHT UP MOON**

Decorate your room with a light up moon that changes up to 6 different colors.

Ages 6+   SRP $24.99

---

**DISCOVERY™ GLOWING BUBBLE LIGHT**

Assemble your very own Glowing bubble light and experiment with different densities and chemical reactions to create different effects.

Ages 12+   SRP $14.99
**DISCOVERY™ R/C TRICERATOP**

Have fun with the RC Triceratops a dinosaur you control! With its soft, flexible skin and articulated arms, this dino gives you lifelike and playful experience. Built-in speaker with digital sound effects allows your dino to come alive. Stands about 10-inches long [assembled] and includes wireless controller.

Ages 8+          SRP $9.99

**DISCOVERY™ R/C TARANTULA**

Realistic RC Tarantula has light-up LED eyes and quick realistic movement. Using the wireless controller, the tarantula has a universal wheel for flexible, lifelike action.

Ages 8+          SRP $9.99
Our View-Master® has a classic, retro look and now offers even more 3D fun with bigger and brighter images! See science come to life through awesome, eye-popping 3D images! Includes one viewer and two Discovery™ reels. Choose from Age of Dinosaurs, Marine Life, Safari Adventures or Space Discovery.

Ages 3+          SRP  $9.99
DISCOVERY™
3D MOTION SANDSCAPE

Fill the observation tank with sand and water to create constantly evolving sandscapes.

Ages 12+           SRP $19.99

DISCOVERY™
UNDERWATER VOLCANO

Create and observe your very own underwater volcano eruptions.

Ages 12+           SRP $19.99
**DISCOVERY™ VIRTUAL REALITY GOGGLES**

Discovery™ Virtual Reality Headset is perfect for any junior adventurer transporting them to amazing new places while sparking their curiosity. Just place any smartphone (either Android or iOS) in the sliding phone compartment and watch either the custom Discovery content, like Shark Week or Everest Rescue, or any virtual reality content available on YouTube or other apps in stunning 360-degrees! The Discovery™ Virtual Reality Headset includes an adjustable focus for precise viewing, and a comfortable head strap.

Ages 8+          SRP  $1499 - 5999

**DISCOVERY™ NIGHT WALKIE TALKIES**

The perfect accessory to bring with you on a nightly adventure, these walkie talkies come equipped with a built-in flashlight, perfect for navigating your way safely through darkness. The high-quality transmission can reach the farthest of distances while still providing great-sounding communication. The rugged design is great for any type of outdoor elements. The Discovery™ Walkie Talkies are great learning tools to build your child’s critical thinking and exploration skills!

Ages 5+          SRP  $2499
Presenting the Stunt Drone Zip 360 Degrees, the flying amphibian that’s specially designed for little aviators! This 2.4GHz USB rechargeable drone offers an array of kid-friendly features such as auto take off, auto land, auto align. Stunt Drone provides a control range of 150 feet, with a beginner friendly ceiling of 8 feet for indoor flying fun.

Ages 6+           SRP  $3999
DISCOVERY™
101 AMAZING PUZZLES: SO FREAKY!

Which famous artist had an intense fear of grasshoppers? Why was Babe Ruth called “Babe”? Who buys sandwiches costing over $100? Solve the 101 puzzles and quizzes inside to discover the answers to these freaky questions and many more about people past and present!

Ages 6-9        SRP $5.99

DISCOVERY™
101 AMAZING PUZZLES: SO AWESOME!

Which lizard can go for up to an hour without breathing? Which flower has a beard? Which bird can see a rabbit moving from two miles away? Solve the 101 puzzles and quizzes to discover the awesome answers to these questions and many more about the incredible natural world!

Ages 6-9        SRP $5.99
ANIMAL PLANET™ PETS
CAT STARTER KIT

Includes:
• Cat scratcher
• Cat litter pan
• Cat collar
• Cat toy
• Cat litter mat
• Cat litter liner bags
• Pet wipes

SRP $19.99
Featuring a super bright LED light to navigate your way through the dark and a built-in compass so you never lose your way, this lantern speaker is ideal for your next camping trip or hike. Make your next journey more memorable with this speaker’s Bluetooth compatibility letting you stream music wirelessly from any iPhone, Android, or another Bluetooth-enabled device. With a built-in microphone for fast and easy phone call management with crystal clear sound and a leather carrying handle for great durability, this lantern speaker is built to last so you can continue to be inspired by curiosity and explore more of the world around you!

SRP $39.99
Stay powered up and ready to go as you set out on your next great expedition with the Discovery Adventures Portable Power Carabiner. With a built-in power bank to easily charge smartphone devices while out and about, this carabiner clips right onto any backpack or bag so you have the convenience of easy charging all throughout your journey! The power bank isn’t complete without a compass that can be used for navigation through unfamiliar territories so you and your family and friends will never get lost. Whether it is hiking up a mountain trail or bike riding through the forest, your favorite devices are covered with this easy-to-use powering tool!

SRP $39.99
Whether in a tent, or in the chaos of a sleepover, the Discovery Adventures Kids’ 45° Coolvent Sleeping Bag is designed to perform. Ripstop polyester and an inflatable pillow create a comfortable sleeping surface as your child drifts off to sleep, while moisture-wicking material on the interior and adjustable Coolvents™ ensure your child’s toes remain warm and dry.

Ages 8-16          SRP  $24.99
Boasting a roomy design and a large vestibule to keep dirty gear dry outside, the Discovery Adventures 6-Person Instant Camping Tent helps preserve your interior space. Specially designed shoe pockets shield your shoes from the weather, helping to make them available inside or outside the tent. The generous mesh ventilation works to keep the tent cool and mosquitoes at bay with Coolvent™ technology working to keep air flowing even as rain falls. Plus, 2 interior pockets and hanging mesh gear lofts provide additional storage for important items.

SRP $149.99
DISCOVERY ADVENTURES™
KIDS’ CAMPING TENT
(AQUA)

Whether you’re camping out or staying inside, it’s easy to zip up the flap and crawl inside to create your own space to joke, tell stories and gather round for tons of fun. The rugged fabric endures plenty of play and fits up to 2 kids, while the easy dome design and simple pole sleeves are easy to install, offering easy assembly.

Ages 4-16          SRP  $39.99

DISCOVERY ADVENTURES™
ULTRAVENT SLEEPING BAG

When mountaineers shop for a sleeping bag, they’re not worrying about sweaty feet on a summer night. The Discovery Adventures Ultravent 30° Sleeping Bag lets you dream of the summits in 3-season comfort, cooled by Coolvent™ side vents, as you lay your head on the inflatable pillow. With its 300-denier water-resistant bottom and polyester ripstop shell, the bag is built to perform year after year.

Ages Adult Size       SRP  $44.99
INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY™
JUSTICE FOR WINE LOVERS’ GIFT PACK


Ages 21+ SRP $65.00

INVESTIGATION DISCOVERY™
WINE CLUB GIFT MEMBERSHIP

Inspired By Popular Investigation Discovery Shows, give the gift of a Wine Club subscription to your favorite ID Fan. Wine Club ID lets you choose how many shipments to include in your gift subscription - starting as low as $49.95 (Shipping Included).

Ages 21+ SRP $49.95